
Hello there and welcome, in this week’s lesson we are going to create a collage

and then do a painting of a Jackie Blue cap perched on a milk bottle.   So grab

your Mont Marte Art materials and...

Material List

CMMD4050 Mont Marte Double Thick Canvas  40x50cm

MACR0013 Mont Marte PVA Glue

MCG0038 Mont Marte Watercolour Paints

AMPL0001 Mont Marte Round Plastic Pallet

MAXX0020 Mont Marte Collapsible Water Pots  2pce

MPB0040 Mont Marte Long Handle Gesso Brush

MPB0011 Mont Marte Taklon # 12 Angle

MAXX0021 Mont Marte Silver Foil

MAXX0024 Mont Marte Leafing Size
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Easy 12+Painting

How to Paint a Cute Bird on Newspaper
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Step 1:  Preparing the Newspaper

Take your chosen newspaper and book leaves, cut them

in to the desired size with a pair of scissors.  I am not using

any colour prints from the newspaper to help make the

Bird stand out.

Step 2:  Applying the Newspaper

Squeeze out some Mont Marte Craft Glue into a round

Plastic Palette.  Give the front of the Canvas an even thin

coat of Glue with the Long Handle Gesso Brush.   Then lay

the news print onto this layer of glue.  Any extra smaller

clippings can be stuck on top of the large pieces of 

Newspaper. Allow this to dry before moving to the next

step.
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Step 3:  Drawing the Bird

With a Black Pencil, copy the image of the Blue Cap onto

your Canvas.  This image can be found on the last page of

this PDF. 

Step 4:  Painting the Background and Bottle

Squeeze out the desired colours onto the round Plastic

Palette.   I’m using Chinese white, Lemon Yellow, Prussian

Blue, Violet, and Black.  Apply Prussian Blue to the back-

ground using the Angle Brush.  Scrub the paint around and

try not to cover the entire background, to enhance the

bird as the focal point.  Paint a thin mixture of Chinese

White over the bottle, while this is still wet blend a little Blue

into the sides.  Lay some pure White in to the middle area

of the bottle, this will suggest highlight.

Be quick and efficient with your
brush strokes when applying glue,
you don’t want to overwork an
area and ruin the paper.  
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Step 6:  Adding the Details

Create a thin mix of Black and lay this in to the head 

markings, legs and eye.  Now lay White in to the cheek

area, scumble it over the legs and then place a tiny dot on

to the eye.

Step 7:  Applying the Silver Leaf

Apply a thin coat of Mont Marte Leafing Size to the area

that will be the lid of the milk bottle.  Leave it to dry until

tacky.  Then gentle lay a sheet of silver Leaf over the area

and apply light pressure.  Once applied use your finger or

a soft Brush to rub off the excess Leaf.

until next time...

Step 5:  Painting the Bird

First paint the bird’s tummy in Lemon Yellow.   Then apply

the Blue to the Cap and the wings.  Drop some Violet into

the wing coverts and blend it out in to the tail.  Add a tiny

bit of Blue to the Yellow and create a green and paint it

onto the back. 

Watercolour and Paper are great to
use as a base for mixed media 
artwork as other media key onto
them.  You could use any pencil,
Acrylic, oil pastel or marker over top
to add to your masterpiece. 
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